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Stress is associated with alterations in neural motivational-reward pathways in the ventral striatum (VS), hormonal/metabolic changes,

and weight increases. The relationship between these different factors is not well understood. We hypothesized that body mass index

(BMI) status and hormonal/metabolic factors would be associated with VS activation. We used functional magnetic resonance imaging

(fMRI) to compare brain responses of overweight and obese (OW/OB: BMI X25 kg/m2: N¼ 27) individuals with normal weight

(NW: BMIo18.5–24.9 kg/m2: N¼ 21) individuals during exposure to personalized stress, alcohol cue, and neutral-relaxing situations

using a validated, autobiographical, script-driven, guided-imagery paradigm. Metabolic factors, including fasting plasma glucose (FPG),

insulin, and leptin, were examined for their association with VS activation. Consistent with previous studies, stress and alcohol cue

exposure each increased activity in cortico-limbic regions. Compared with NW individuals, OW/OB individuals showed greater VS

activation in the neutral-relaxing and stress conditions. FPG was correlated with VS activation. Significant associations between VS

activation and metabolic factors during stress and relaxation suggest the involvement of metabolic factors in striatal dysfunction in OW/

OB individuals. This relationship may contribute to non-homeostatic feeding in obesity.
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INTRODUCTION

Obesity represents a significant public health concern. Over
68% of adults in the United States are overweight (OW) or
obese (OB) with a body mass index (BMI) of 25–29.9 kg/m2

orX30 kg/m2, respectively (Flegal et al, 2010). With most of
the US population above the recommended normal weight
(NW) BMI (18.5–24.9 kg/m2), many people develop obesity-
related conditions, including cardiovascular disease, type 2
diabetes, and various cancers (Ogden et al, 2007). It is
estimated that obesity increases health care cost by $51.5–
$78.5 billion dollars annually (Finkelstein et al, 2003) and
substantially impacts quality of life. Despite various
treatment approaches, rates of obesity continue to escalate;
therefore, novel prevention and treatment strategies target-
ing the causes of obesity are needed.

The development of obesity is thought to involve multiple
factors, including readily available, relatively inexpensive,
highly caloric, and palatable foods; consumption of larger
portions of food; a decrease in physical exertion needed to
obtain food; and a predominantly sedentary lifestyle (Hill
and Peters, 1998; Wang et al, 2004; Ogden et al, 2007).
Genetic and other biological factors also contribute, making
certain individuals more susceptible to gain weight in the
context of these and other environmental factors (Stice et al,
2008; von Deneen et al, 2009). Behavioral aspects of eating
may also contribute to weight status and weight changes. In
particular, stress may influence eating behaviors and has
been associated with increased weight (Adam and Epel,
2007; Block, 2009) and disordered eating (Dallman et al,
2003) in vulnerable individuals. It has also been associated
with consumption of high-fat, calorie-dense foods, often to
improve mood, possibly though reduction in central levels
of corticotropin-releasing factor (Dallman et al, 2003). In
the Midlife in the United States longitudinal study,
individuals who were in an elevated BMI category at the
onset of the study showed a stronger association between
stress and future weight gain than their peers who started in
the lean BMI group at baseline and experienced a
comparable amount of stress (Block, 2009). This finding
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suggests that obesity may confer specific vulnerability to
stress and stress-related food consumption and subsequent
weight gain. In order to target stress as a potential
modifiable factor in the development of obesity, it is
important to examine its relation to BMI and clarify how
stress influences eating behaviors and, subsequently, how
stress reduction may improve or create potentially new and
effective strategies for obesity treatment.
Insight into the association between obesity and stress

may be gained from research in the addiction field as
parallels may be drawn between overeating and excessive
alcohol and drug use (Wang et al, 2004, 2009; Volkow and
Wise, 2005; Frascella et al, 2010). Similar to alcohol and
other drugs, highly caloric and palatable foods activate
brain stress and motivational pathways that likely evolved
to respond and adapt to challenging environments and
primary rewards necessary for survival (Kelley and
Berridge, 2002; Sinha, 2008). Chronic substance use (Sinha,
2008) and high BMI states are associated with alterations in
stress pathways (Dallman et al, 2003) which in turn are
associated with stress-related consummatory behaviors
(Adam and Epel, 2007). A central component of the
stress/reward motivational neurocircuitry involves the
ventral striatum (VS), a structure implicated in reward
processing (including reward-based learning and expecta-
tion, valuation, or anticipation of rewards) and stress
responsiveness (Volkow et al, 2008). Stress, food, and drugs
all increase neurotransmission in the VS (Pruessner et al,
2004; Kelley et al, 2005; von Deneen et al, 2009). A reduction
in striatal dopamine 2/3 (DA D2) receptors in obese
individuals similar in magnitude to those observed in
drug-addicted individuals has been reported (Wang et al,
2001), suggesting alterations in striatal function in obese
individuals in stress/reward neurocircuitry. Furthermore,
DA D2 receptor measures correlate inversely with BMI,
suggesting that individuals with the lowest levels of striatal
DA D2 receptors have the highest BMIs (Wang et al, 2001).
Together, these data suggest that similar aspects of striatal
dysfunction may contribute to drug addiction, obesity, and
stress vulnerability.
We hypothesized that individuals with elevated BMIs

(OW/OB vs NW subjects) would exhibit altered VS
activation during: (1) exposure to stressful stimuli and (2)
induction of relaxed states. As the ability to relax may be
impaired in individuals with an abnormal stress response,
we hypothesized that the neural response to both stress and
relaxing cues would be altered in OW/OB individuals.
To investigate, we employed a previously validated,

individualized guided imagery script paradigm during
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine
brain responses during stress, reward-appetitive (alcohol
cue), and neutral-relaxing conditions in OW/OB individuals
as compared with their NW counterparts. Subjects were
light drinkers (less than 7 drinks per week) and not selected
for differences in alcohol consumption, therefore no specific
hypotheses were made with respect to the alcohol cue
condition. As recent research has underscored the role of
adipose signals, such as leptin and insulin, on central
nervous system control of energy homeostasis (Woods and
Seeley, 2000), we also assessed whether these and other
metabolic factors related to BMI and obesity were
associated with VS activity.

METHODS

Subjects

Healthy men and women aged 19–50 years, with BMI
ranging from 18.5 to 36.6 kg/m2, were recruited through
local advertisements. Social drinking healthy control sub-
jects from a previously published alcohol abuse investiga-
tion were studied, with social drinking defined as
consuming less than seven drinks per week (Sinha et al,
2009). Participants were excluded if they reported any
chronic medical conditions, were taking medications for
medical problems or psychiatric disorders, met DSM-IV
criteria for psychiatric disorders, or reported claustropho-
bia or significant metal in their body. All participants
completed demographic and stress assessments and a
Structured Clinical Interview (SCID-I) for DSM-IV (First
et al, 1995). The study was approved by the Yale Human
Investigation Committee. All subjects provided signed
informed consent.

Biochemical Evaluation

Fasting blood samples were obtained at 0815 hours,
immediately placed on ice and spun, and the plasma was
stored at �801C. Fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels were
measured using Delta Scientific glucose reagent (Henry
Schein). Insulin and leptin levels were measured with a
double antibody radioimmunoassay (Millipore, previously
Linco). Each sample was analyzed in duplicate for verifica-
tion. Neuroimaging was conducted within seven days of
completion of laboratory data acquisition.

Imagery Script Development

Before fMRI, guided imagery scripts for stress, alcohol cues,
and neutral-relaxing states were developed using previously
established methods (see Sinha et al, 2009 for review). Stress
scripts were developed from subjects’ descriptions of two
recent personal stressful events that were reported to be
‘most stressful’. Individual calibration of ‘most stressful’
was determined by having the subjects rate their individual
level of distress for each stressful situation on a 10-point
Likert scale on which ‘1¼ not at all stressful’ and ‘10¼ the
most stress they felt recently in their life’. Only situations
rated as 8 or above were accepted as appropriate for script
development. Examples included a breakup with a sig-
nificant other, unemployment, or death of a loved one.
Alcohol cue scripts, representing an active control appeti-
tive condition, were based on individual situations that
included alcohol-related stimuli and resulted in alcohol
consumption. An alcohol cue condition is an appetitive cue
that for the group of social drinkers was anticipated to be
approximately equally relevant across BMI groups, thus
providing a comparison condition for the stress cues.
Examples of alcohol script topics included meeting a friend
at a bar and birthday celebrations. Alcohol-related situa-
tions that occurred in the context of negative affect or
psychological distress were not used. Two neutral-relaxing
scripts were developed from individual experiences of
neutral-relaxing situations, such as a summer day relaxing
at the beach or a fall day reading at the park. Sample scripts
are provided (Supplementary Table 1). Script generation
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employed the Scene Construction Questionnaires (Miller
et al, 1987; Sinha et al, 1992, 2003, 2004, 2005; Sinha, 2009).
Each script was 2min in duration, audio-recorded, and
presented in randomized, counter-balanced order with six
trials presented using a block design with one script per
trial (two trials each of stress, neutral-relaxing, and alcohol-
related cue) during the fMRI session. The experimenters
and research staff involved in data collection were blin-
ded to the order and the content of the script stimuli in the
fMRI session. Subjects remained blind to the order until
presentation during imaging.

Habituation and Imagery Training Session

Before fMRI, subjects were acclimated to study procedures,
such as the verbal analog scale for stress-related anxiety
ratings, and trained in progressive relaxation and guided
imagery procedures used during the fMRI session (Sinha,
2001, 2009).

fMRI Acquisition

Images were obtained using a 3-T Siemens Trio MRI system
equipped with a standard quadrature head coil, using
T2*-sensitive gradient-recalled single shot echo planar pulse
sequence. Subjects were positioned in the coil and head
movements were restrained using foam pillows. Anatomical
images of the functional slice locations were obtained next
with spin echo imaging in the axial plane parallel to the
AC-PC line with TR¼ 300ms, echo time¼ 2.5ms, band-
width¼ 300Hz/pixel, flip angle¼ 60 degrees, field of
view¼ 220� 220mm, matrix¼ 256� 256, 32 slices with
slice thickness¼ 4mm, and no gap. Functional, blood
oxygen level dependent signals were then acquired with a
single-shot gradient echo planar imaging sequence. A total
of 32 axial slices parallel to the AC-PC line covering the
whole brain were acquired with TR¼ 2000ms, echo time-
25ms, bandwidth¼ 2005Hz/pixel, flip angle¼ 85 degrees,
field of view¼ 220� 220mm, matrix¼ 64� 64, 32 slices
with slice thickness¼ 4mm, and no gap 190 measurements.
Following fMRI, a high-resolution 3D Magnetization Pre-
pared Rapid Gradient Echo sequence (TR¼ 2530ms; echo
time¼ 3.66ms; bandwidth¼ 180Hz/pixel; flip angle¼ 7
degrees; slice thickness¼ 1mm; field of view¼ 256�
256mm; matrix¼ 256� 256) was used to acquire sagittal
images for multi-subject registration.

fMRI Trials

Study participants underwent a 1.5 h fMRI session in which
they were exposed in a randomized, counter-balanced
fashion to two trials each of personalized stress, alcohol-
cue, and neutral-relaxing situations. Six fMRI trials (two per
condition) were acquired using a block design with each
lasting 5.5min. Each trial included a 1.5-min quiet baseline
period followed by a 2.5-min imagery period (that included
2min of read-imagery and 0.5min of quiet-imagery) and a
1-min quiet recovery period. As previously (Sinha et al,
2004, 2005; Li et al, 2005), participants were requested
to rate how tense, anxious and/or jittery they felt at
that moment using a similar 10-point verbal analog scale
anchored as above before and after each fMRI trial. After

each trial, subjects participated in progressive relaxation for
2-min periods to return anxiety and physiological state
from the previous trial to baseline levels.

fMRI Analysis

All data were converted from Digital Imaging and Commu-
nication in Medicine format to analyze format using
XMedCon (Nolfe et al, 2003). During conversion, the first
10 images at the beginning of each of the six functional
series were discarded to enable the signal to achieve steady-
state equilibrium, leaving 180 measurements for analysis.
Images were motion corrected for three translational and
three rotational directions using SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion.
ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm5). Trials with linear motion in
excess of 1.5mm or rotation greater than 2 degrees were
discarded. Individual subject data were analyzed using a
General Linear Model on each voxel in the entire brain
volume with a regressor specific for the baseline period and
a second regressor for the imagery period for each trial. The
resulting functional images for each script type were
spatially smoothed with a 6-mm Gaussian kernel to account
for variations in the location of activation across subjects.
The output included normalized b-maps in the acquired
space (3.44� 3.44� 4mm). To take these data into a
common reference space, three registrations were calculated
within the Yale BioImage Suite software package (http://
www.bioimagesuite.org/; Duncan et al, 2004). The first
registration performed a linear registration between the
individual subject’s raw functional image and that subject’s
2D anatomical image. The 2D anatomical image was then
linearly registered to the individual’s 3D anatomical image.
The 3D differs from the 2D in that it has a 1� 1� 1mm
resolution, whereas the 2D z-dimension is set by slice-
thickness and its x-y-dimensions are set by voxel size.
Finally, a non-linear registration was computed between the
individual 3D anatomical image and a commonly used 3D
reference image (the Colin Brain (Holmes et al, 1998) in
Montreal Neurological Institute space (Evans et al, 1993)).
All three registrations were applied sequentially to the
individual normalized b-maps to bring all data into the
common reference space.
Whole-brain AFNI random effects analysis (Cox, 1996

http://afni.nimh.nih.gov) was used to assess condition and
group main effects, with subsequent analyses comparing the
stress, alcohol-reward cue and neutral-relaxing cue condi-
tions to identify condition-related brain regions and assess
OW/OB and NW group differences in the three conditions.
We applied a 2� 3 ANOVA in which group (OW/OB and
NW) and condition (neutral-relaxing/alcohol cues/stress)
were treated as within subject fixed effect factors and
subject as a random effect factor using the GroupAna
program from the AFNI Matlab library (http://afni.nimh.
nih.gov/afni/matlab/). Results were masked and converted
back into ANALYZE format for viewing in BioImage Suite.
The BioimageSuite software employs a built in nonlinear
transformation from Montreal Neurological Institute to
Talairach coordinates (Lacadie et al, 2008). Data were
corrected for multiple comparisons by spatial extent of
contiguous supra-thresholded individual voxels at an
experiment-wise po0.01. A Monte Carlo simulation as
implemented by the Alpha Sim module of the AFNI
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software (Cox, 1996), at a smoothing kernel of 6mm and a
connection radius of 6.296mm on 3.44� 3.44� 4mm
voxels was used to determine that an activation volume of
54 original voxels (1467mm3) satisfied the po0.01 cor-
rected threshold. Finally, to test the a priori hypothesis of
significant differences in the VS in the OW/OB vs NW
groups, two approaches were used. The first involved
visualization of the contrast maps described above, using
whole-brain-corrected thresholds. The second involved
using small volume correction for the a priori defined
region-of-interest (ROI) of VS that was generated from
meta-analyses of fMRI investigations of anticipatory reward
processing (Figure 3a) (Knutson and Greer, 2008) for which
we hypothesized increased activation in the OW/OB group.
Small volume correction, done employing a similar method
as for whole brain correction analyses, used the Alpha Sim
module of the AFNI software. However, instead of applying
a whole brain mask, the VS mask in Figure 3a was used. The
same parameters were used to determine that an activation
volume of 11 original voxels (284mm3) satisfied the po0.01
corrected threshold. This ROI approach was also used to
assess whether activation in the a priori defined VS ROI for
reward processing (Knutson and Greer, 2008) was asso-
ciated with metabolic measures (FPG, insulin, leptin, and
HOMA-IR). Pearson correlations were performed with beta-
weights extracted from the VS ROI.

RESULTS

Group Demographics

A total of 48 individuals were included in the study; 21 in
the overweight/obese (OW/OB) group and 27 in the NW
group. As the groups were defined by OW/OB having a BMI
X25 kg/m2 and NW having a BMI 18.5–24.9 kg/m2, they
differed in BMI and weight. On average the OW/OB group
was overweight, with 14 individuals who were over-
weight (BMI 25–29.9 kg/m2) and 7 individuals who were
obese (BMI X30 kg/m2). The two groups did not differ with
respect to height, race, gender, age, education level, or
lifetime prevalence of mood and anxiety disorders (Table 1).

Metabolic Evaluation

The OW/OB and NW groups differed in measures of FPG,
insulin, and leptin. The OW/OB group had a higher mean
FPG of 105mg per 100ml as compared with the NW group
that had a mean FPG of 96.65mg per 100ml. FPG was found
to be X100mg per 100ml in 78.6% of the OW/OB group
and 30.4% of the NW group. The fasting insulin levels in the
OW/OB group ranged from 7.0 to 27.7 mU/ml, whereas the
range in the NW group was from 4.4 to 21.4 mU/ml. Having
both fasting insulin and glucose measurements available,
HOMA-IR was calculated for assessment of insulin resis-
tance in the subject sample. The OW/OB group was also
found to have higher mean insulin resistance as calculated
by the HOMA-IR (Table 1). Around 71% of the OB/OW
group had HOMA 42.7 as compared with 21% of the NW
group. Additionally, leptin levels ranged from 1.0 to 55 ng
per 100ml in the OW/OB group, whereas they ranged from
0.9 to 38 ng per 100ml in the NW group.

Subjective Responsiveness of Imagery Task: Anxiety
Ratings

To assess subjective responses to imagery tasks, anxiety
rating scores were taken before and after each imagery
presentation. In both the OW/OB and NW groups, the
anxiety rating responses to the scripts as a whole differed,
most notably to the stress scripts. Anxiety ratings changed
significantly during stress in both groups (Table 1). Overall,
the OW/OB group showed greater anxiety with a trend
toward higher anxiety during the neutral-relaxing condi-
tion. The anxiety ratings tend to differ, but not significantly,
to the neutral-relaxing ones (Table 1). There was no
statistically significant difference between the anxiety rating
scores of the groups at baseline.

Correlations between BMI and metabolic factors. As
expected, BMI correlated with FPG, insulin, leptin, and
HOMA-IR (Figure 1).

fMRI Results

Condition main effect. To examine the effect of the
experimental manipulation, we assessed condition contrasts
between stress, neutral-relaxing, and alcohol cue imagery
conditions. (Table 2, Figure 2). Activation differences were
observed at po0.01, whole brain corrected, in regions
previously implicated in stress and reward responsiveness
(for example, within medial frontal cortex and adjacent
anterior cingulate gyrus). Similarities between the stress and
alcohol cue results reflect shared neurocircuitry underlying
appetitive and stress responses (Sinha, 2008).

Group main effect. No brain regions showed a main effect
of group that survived whole brain correction at po0.05
(two-tailed). A main effect of group in the VS region
survived small volume correction at po0.05 (Figure 3b).
OW/OB subjects showed greater bilateral VS activation
during the neutral-relaxing condition at po0.01, small
volume correction (Figure 3c) and greater right VS
activation during the stress condition at po0.05, small
volume correction (Figure 3d). No difference was seen in VS
activation during the neutral-relaxing condition as com-
pared with the stress condition in the OW/OB group
(po0.05). Greater VS activity was observed in the stress
condition relative to the neutral-relaxing one in the NW
group (po0.05). The VS activation during the stress
condition was not associated with subjective anxiety rating
scores in the OW/OB subjects.

Associations between VS activation and metabolic factors.
As there was an overall group difference in VS activation,
we examined the relationship between metabolic measures
and VS activation using the reward-based ROI. In the entire
sample, FPG correlated with overall VS activation in the
reward-based ROI across conditions (left VS: r2¼ 0.44,
p¼ 0.006; right VS: r2¼ 0.40, p¼ 0.01) (Figure 4a and b). No
other metabolic measures were associated with VS activa-
tion across conditions in the entire sample. VS activation
in the neutral-relaxing condition, but not in the stress
or alcohol-cue conditions, correlated with FPG (left VS:
r2¼ 0.35, p¼ 0.035).
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DISCUSSION

This study revealed that OW/OB individuals, as compared
with NW individuals, showed greater VS activation, with
the most statistically robust findings implicating the stress
and neutral-relaxing conditions. Although no brain regions
demonstrated between-group differences surviving whole
brain correction, a small volume correction approach
identified a significant between-group activation difference
in the hypothesized VS region. In addition, the observed VS
activation across conditions, and particularly in the neutral-
relaxing condition, correlated with FPG. These findings
support the hypothesis that during both stress exposure
and relaxation OW/OB individuals have relatively greater

activation of the VS, a region previously implicated in
reward processing and stress. Although the finding across
conditions suggests that the results may not be specific to
condition, the subsequent analyses within each condition
suggest that the most statistically robust effects are observed
in the neutral-relaxing condition. Furthermore, VS activa-
tion correlated with individuals’ FPG, suggesting a relation-
ship between metabolic factors and mesolimbic function.

Subjective Responses

At baseline, there was no statistically significant difference
between anxiety rating scores of the groups and the groups
did not differ on lifetime frequencies of mood or anxiety

Table 1 Group Demographics and Metabolic Evaluation

Demographic data
Normal weight Overweight/obese

p

N Mean±SD N Mean±SD

BMI (kg/m2) 27 22.28±1.70 21 28.98±3.294 0.000*

Weight (lbs) 27 144.00±16.94 21 191.64±22.15 0.000*

Height (inches) 27 67.25±3.18 21 68.15±4.19 0.400

Age (years) 27 31.00±9.34 21 31.10±8.53 0.971

Education (years) 27 15.19±1.98 21 14.67±1.96 0.371

N (%) N (%) pa

Gender (female) 13 (48.1) 10 (47.6) 0.601

Race (Caucasian) 17 (63.0) 9 (42.9) 0.528

N (%) N (%) pb

Psychiatric disorders

Life time prevalence of mood disorder 3 (11) 2 (10) 0.439

Life time prevalence of anxiety disorder 2 (7) 0 (0) 0.102

N Mean±SEM N Mean±SEM p

Metabolic factors

Leptin (ng/ml) 23 7.77±1.504 15 28.42±5.147 0.0004*

Insulin, fasting (uU/ml) 23 10.08±0.784 15 16.59±1.299 0.0003*

Glucose, fasting (mg per 100ml) 23 96.65±2.272 14 105.00±2.027 0.0307*

HOMA-IRc 23 2.46±0.228 14 4.15±0.336 0.0006*

Anxiety ratings during fMRI

Averaged 27 0.834±0.085 21 1.374±0.125 0.049*

Stress 27 2.667±0.326 21 3.619±0.457 0.032*

Neutral-relaxing 27 0.370±0.140 21 1.048±0.333 0.057

Alcohol cue 27 0.963±0.239 21 1.167±0.293 0.280

*Statistically significant difference between groups (po0.05).
Note: Groups were defined on the basis of BMIX25 kg/m2 (OW/OB) and BMIo18.5–24.9 kg/m2 (NW). There was a statistically significant difference in the two
groups between FPG, insulin, leptin, and HOMA-IR. Outside these measures and the BMI (and related weight) measure used to define the groups, no other statistically
significant differences were found between the two groups.
aFisher ex.
bw2-Sq.
cHOMA-IR¼ (Glucose (mg per 100ml)� Insulin (mU/ml))C405.
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Figure 1 Pearson correlation of BMI with metabolic factors. As anticipated, BMI correlated significantly with (a) FPG, (b) insulin, (c) HOMA-IR, and
(d) leptin.

Table 2 Regional Brain Activation at Threshold po0.01, Whole Brain Corrected, in Stress vs Neutral-relaxing and Alcohol cue vs Neutral-
relaxing Conditions

Brain region
Broadmann
area Lateral

Coordinates
t-score

Volume
(mm3)

X Y Z

Stress vs neutral-relaxed neutral condition (po0.01)

Premotor cortex, dorsal & anterior prefrontal cortex,
orbitofrontal area, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex

6, 9, 10, 11, 32 Bilateral 0 40 27 3.28 45 275

Cerebellum Bilateral 5 �72 �20 3.21 36 331

Primary auditory, middle temporal gyrus, Broca’s area,
Inferior prefrontal gyrus

21, 45, 47 Left �53 �12 �6 3.51 31 977

Somatosensory association cortex, primary somatosensory
cortex, ventral posterior cingulate cortex

7, 23, 1 Bilateral �1 �52 35 3.37 15 813

Middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus 21, 22 Right 57 �24 �1 3.22 11 606

Angular gyrus 39 Left �47 �54 25 3.13 7006

Fusiform, angular gyrus 39 Right 52 �50 15 3.03 4554

Premotor cortex, frontal eye fields 6, 8 Left �40 14 44 2.98 2857

Alcohol cue vs neutral-relaxed condition (po0.01)

Premotor cortex, frontal eye fields, dorsal & anterior
prefrontal cortex, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex

6, 8, 9, 10, 32 Bilateral �3 45 22 3.44 32 631

Middle temporal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex 21, 33 Left �54 �15 �7 3.44 20 433

Visual assoc, somatosensory association cortex,
ventral and dorsal posterior cingulate cortex

7, 23, 31 Bilateral 0 �53 31 3.49 17 370

Cerebellum Right, some bilateral 25 �76 �19 3.07 13 614

Middle temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus 21, 22 Right 57 �21 �6 3.03 7337

Angular gyrus 39 Left �47 �60 27 3.05 6691

Premotor cortex, frontal eye fields 6, 8 Left �40 13 45 2.90 3963

Cerebellum, fusiform Left �42 �69 �19 3.11 3842

Talairach coordiates used.
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disorders. As compared with the NW group, the OW/OB
group had higher anxiety responses to the scripts,
particularly during the stress condition (Table 1). In the
neutral-relaxing condition, the OW/OB individuals tend to
have marginally increased anxiety rating scores as com-
pared with the NW individuals, perhaps reflecting an
allostatic shift in OW/OB individuals that makes them less
able to relax when guided to relax using their personalized
most relaxing scenario. The higher subjective anxiety in the
OW/OB group may contribute to altered non-homeostatic
feeding, such as emotional and stress-induced eating,

associated with higher BMI (Epel et al, 2004). In that
anxiety disorders have been associated with both OW and
OB BMIs (Desai et al, 2009), existing data suggest that
anxiety is related to BMI at both syndromal and sub-
syndromal levels.

Brain Activation Differences

The finding that the OW/OB group demonstrated more
robust VS activation than the NW group during relaxation
is important because the VS, and specifically the nucleus
accumbens, significantly contributes to food reward and
anticipation (Kelley et al, 2005; von Deneen et al, 2009). Our
findings, therefore, suggest that OW/OB individuals as
compared with their NW counterparts may have altered
reward sensitivity most strongly identifiable in the neutral-
relaxing condition and may, therefore, differ in the way that
they are motivated to seek or anticipate food. Increased VS
activation may influence motivation and reinforcing
behaviors for seeking various foods, amounts of food eaten,
and pleasure or reward attained from eating food. As a
critical reward/motivation region of the brain, the VS, when
dysregulated, may promote maladaptive eating behaviors.
Consistently, and perhaps supportive of our findings, are
observations that morbidly obese individuals exhibit
decreased DA D2 receptor availability in the striatum, a
finding similar to those seen in addicted individuals (Wang
et al, 2001, 2009).
Between-group differences in VS activation were also

observed most significantly during the neutral-relaxing
condition, and additionally, albeit less so, during the stress
condition. The difference seen in the neutral-relaxing
condition suggests that OW/OB individuals may not be
able to modulate VS activation, as well as their NW
counterparts, when attempting to achieve a relaxed state.
Although the precise reasons for these findings are not
completely understood at the present time, several possibi-
lities for these results exist. First, the findings may reflect a

Figure 2 Regional brain activation in all subjects (whole brain corrected
at voxel-level threshold po0.01) in stress vs neutral-relaxing and alcohol
cue vs neutral-relaxing conditions.

Figure 3 Ventral Striatal brain activation in (a) a priori reward-
anticipation region-of-interest (b) main effect of BMI (po0.05, small
volume corrected), (c) neutral-relaxing (po0.01, small volume corrected)
and (d) stress condition (po0.05, small volume corrected). All coronal
slices shown at y¼ 8 in Talairach space.
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general shift in stress responsiveness. That is, when exposed
to stress or trying to achieve a relaxed (or non-stressed)
state, OW/OB individuals showed relatively increased VS
activation compared with NW individuals that may be due
to an allostatic shift in neural functions relating to stressed
and non-stressed states (Koob and Le Moal, 2008). Second,
a non-mutually exclusive possibility is that several
factors (for example, related to metabolism) may similarly
influence stressed and relaxed states. The cross-sectional
nature of this study does not allow one to discern whether
this activation difference precedes the development of a
higher BMI or whether a higher BMI state promotes VS
activation.
There are several possibilities to consider regarding the

finding of changes in VS activation in the OB/OW group
in the neutral-relaxing condition. Allostasis, or ‘the active
process by which the body responds to daily events and
maintains homeostasis’ may be altered and result in
pathophysiology if an individual is chronically exposed to
stimuli that increase their allostatic load (McEwen, 2007).
The vulnerable individual, perhaps chronically exposed to
an excess of highly rewarding, sweet, high-fat foods,
may eventually develop maladaptive responsivity in
reward/motivation pathways due to increased allostatic
load. Alternatively, individual differences linked to striatal
function, such as genetic differences in dopamine-related
genes, may also predispose certain individuals to weight
gain (Stice et al, 2008). Arguably most likely, genetic and
environmental factors, such as food exposure interact in
obesity, as in other health conditions (Caspi et al, 2003).
Furthermore, epidemiological studies indicate elevated odds
of anxiety disorders with obesity, particularly among
women (Desai et al, 2009). Thus, the ability to relax may
be especially relevant to obese women, and direct examina-
tion of sex differences in VS activation in larger samples is
warranted. Psychosocial stress is associated with higher
BMI (Adam and Epel, 2007; Block, 2009), and may
contribute to increased vagal tone, increased blood pressure
and diminished heart rate variability in obese individuals
(Molfino et al, 2009). Factors such as hypertension, insulin
resistance, increased waist circumference, and hyperlipide-
mia indicate an altered metabolic state and classify
metabolic syndrome. It is possible that changes related to
metabolic makeup alter the basal state of brain reward/
motivational regions as reflected in responses to the
neutral-relaxing condition in OW/OB individuals. That is,
VS activation may be associated with an individual’s
chronic metabolic environment, in which chronic changes

in metabolic homeostasis subsequently influence appetitive
and reward centers in the brain.

Metabolic Measures

Specific hormonal signals and metabolic factors regulate
energy homeostasis through peripheral and central actions.
In the setting of increased allostatic load, such as obesity,
these hormonal and metabolic factors may become
dysregulated and perpetuate maladaptive physiology and
behavior (Gao and Horvath, 2007). The stress response may
be influenced by neuroendocrine factors, such as insulin
and leptin (Adam and Epel, 2007). Our data show that FPG,
insulin, and leptin were significantly higher in the OW/OB
group relative to NW group. Consistent with the concept of
increased metabolic load in obesity, each of these biochem-
ical markers correlated with BMI. Interestingly, the levels of
FPG also correlated with VS activation during all three
conditions combined, particularly during the neutral-
relaxing one. The increased VS activation in the OW/OB
group may be related to FPG, but in this study we did not
see an association with insulin resistance. Other metabolic
measures did not show a significant correlation with VS
activity.
Glucose has an important role as a central and peripheral

contributor to metabolic status and should be discussed in
context with insulin and leptin. Glucose-sensing neurons
are found in the ventromedial, lateral hypothalamus, and
brain stem (Levin et al, 2004). Hypothalamic input to
cortico-striatal circuits has been implicated in providing
homeostatic information to motivational neurocircuitry
(Chambers et al, 2003), suggesting that the relationship
between VS activation and glucose may be mediated in part
through hypothalamic function. Leptin and insulin may also
influence reward/motivation seeking responses to food. In
rats, food-deprivation-induced heroin self administration
was diminished by leptin administration into the central
nervous system (Shavel et al, 2001). Notably, insulin
receptors are located in the hypothalamus (Schwartz et al,
1992), and insulin and leptin receptors are expressed on the
dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental area and the
substantia nigra (Figlewicz et al, 2003). Alterations in
insulin sensitivity in the ventral tegmental area may alter
downstream responses of projections from the ventral
tegmental area to the VS (Sandoval et al, 2008). Together,
these findings suggest that VS activation differences seen in
OW/OB participants may reflect central insulin and leptin
resistance and altered glucose utilization, with several

Figure 4 Pearson correlation with FPG and VS activation. (a) Left VS activity and (b) right VS activity and FPG in averaged conditions.
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possible non-mutually exclusive mechanisms that warrant
additional investigation.

Stress

We also found a between-group difference in VS activation
during the stress condition. Stress may influence metabolic
factors, such as leptin and insulin, contributing to
dysregulated homeostatic energy balance and the develop-
ment of obesity. Stress can elevate glucocorticoid levels
(Dallman et al, 2003), and this, in turn, is associated with an
increase in glucose levels due to increased gluconeogenesis
(Khani and Tayek, 2001), with long-term exposure possibly
leading to allostatic changes in insulin resistance and
glucose control. Stress also influences reward/motivation
pathways and increases vulnerability to addictive behaviors
(Sinha, 2008). Altered sensitivity in reward/motivation
pathways could increase craving for certain types of foods
high in carbohydrates and fats (Dallman et al, 2003), the
intake of which could contribute to weight gain. Consis-
tently, psychosocial stress has been associated with
increases in BMI (Block, 2009).
Because stress alters natural reward/motivation pathways,

it may also be associated with changes in eating behavior
and energy homeostasis. The increased VS activation in the
OW/OB individuals in the stress and neutral condition and
the association between VS activation and hormonal/
metabolic factors suggest a close link between motivation
or reward-related neutral circuits and obesity. BMI-group-
related differences in VS activation during the neutral-
relaxing condition suggest that altered striatal function,
particularly during stress or while attempting to relax, may
contribute to non-homeostatic feeding mechanisms in
individuals with high BMI. Also interesting to consider is
the individuals we studied were on average overweight
(mean BMI 28.98 kg/m2) and not obese. The extent to which
these findings extend to, or are magnified in, individuals
with obesity requires additional investigation. Interventions
to reduce stress may be beneficial in reducing dysfunctional
feeding behaviors.

Limitations and Strengths

There were several limitations to our study. First, this
was a preliminary study in which obese individuals were
not targeted for recruitment, per se. Although the study
included a relatively large sample for neuroimaging, the
number of individuals in the obese category (BMIX30kg/m2)
was small, seven in all, and hence the OW and OB groups
were combined, thus perhaps ‘diluting’ effects related to
obesity. Second, all study subjects were social drinkers who
consumed less than 7 drinks per week. Thus, the extent to
which the findings apply to abstainers and individuals who
consume more alcohol is not known; however, the sample
studied allowed for the use of an appetitive condition
(alcohol cue) salient to the entire group. As the two groups
were not different in levels of alcohol intake and both
groups were light social drinkers, it is not surprising that we
found no between-group differences in subjective responses
in anxiety or alcohol craving and brain response to alcohol
cues. However, responses to food cues are likely more
relevant to obesity and need to be examined in future

studies. The extent to which food or alcohol cues are
rewarding to individuals stratified by BMI status also
warrants direct investigation in future studies. An addi-
tional limitation was that a biochemical evaluation was not
conducted on the day of the fMRI scanning sessions and
metabolic factors may vary across days. Additionally,
HOMA-IR provides only a rudimentary measure of insulin
resistance. Thus, future studies could benefit from measur-
ing metabolic factors in closer proximity to the imaging
sessions to more fully assess participants’ metabolic
profiles. Additionally, a bidirectional relationship may exist
between BMI and stress. Stress could lead to increase BMI
and increased BMI could lead to increase stress responsiv-
ity. Longitudinal, rather than cross-sectional, studies seem
best suited to address such questions.

Conclusions

This preliminary study is the first to demonstrate altered
brain activation during stress and neutral-relaxing condi-
tions in OW/OB individuals as compared to NW indivi-
duals. The findings of increased VS activation in OW/OB
individuals and the correlation of VS activation with FPG
are consistent with the hypothesis that OW/OB individuals
have increased responses in motivation/reward neurocir-
cuitry that are related to peripheral metabolic factors linked
to non-homeostatic feeding in individuals with elevated
BMIs. The finding of altered VS activation in the neutral-
relaxing and stress conditions suggests that treatments
targeting stress management or anxiety reductions may
prove to be beneficial through their influences on central
motivation/reward neural pathways. Future studies are
needed to validate and further explore these findings and
the role of the neuroendocrine system in modulating the
reward system especially in the setting of stress and stress-
induced feeding.
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